Fifty readings in philosophy (2023)

readings in the philosophy of technology is a collection of the important works of both the forerunners of philosophy of technology and contemporary theorists addressing a full range of topics on technology as it relates to ethics politics human nature computers science and the environment a key introductory philosophy textbook making use of an innovative interactive technique for reading philosophical texts reading philosophy selected texts with a method for beginners second edition provides a unique approach to reading philosophy requiring students to engage with material as they read it contains carefully selected texts commentaries on those texts and questions for the reader to think about as she reads it serves as starting points for both classroom discussion and independent study the texts cover a wide range of topics drawn from diverse areas of philosophical investigation ranging over ethics metaphysics epistemology philosophy of mind aesthetics and political philosophy this edition has been updated and expanded new chapters discuss the moral significance of friendship and love the subjective nature of consciousness and the ways that science might explore conscious experience and there are new texts and commentary in chapters on doubt self and moral dilemmas guides readers through the experience of active engaged philosophical reading presents significant texts contextualized for newcomers to philosophy includes writings by philosophers from antiquity to the late 20th century contains commentary that provides the context and background necessary for discussion and argument prompts readers to think through specific questions and to reach their own conclusions this book is an ideal resource for beginning students in philosophy as well as for anyone wishing to engage with the subject on their own ideal for professors who want to provide a comprehensive set of the most important readings in the philosophy of technology from foundational to the cutting edge this book introduces students to the various ways in which societies technologies and environments shape one another the readings examine the nature of technology as well as the effects of technologies upon human knowledge activities societies and environments students will learn to appreciate the ways that philosophy informs our understanding of technology and to see how technology relates to ethics politics nature human nature computers science food and animals excerpt from readings in philosophy professor leighton has reviewed the work and given it his general approval i am indebted to him for suggestions in many places but i assume responsibility for the choice of most of the selections i am indebted also to professor a r chandler for suggestions and assistance especially in connection with several original translations about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
fifty readings in philosophy

comprised of readings from ancient to modern times this volume offers a comprehensive introduction to the central questions of the philosophy of religion provides a history of the philosophy of religion from antiquity up to the twentieth century each section is preceded by extensive commentary written by the editors followed by readings that are arranged chronologically designed to be accessible to both undergraduate and graduate students philosophy of mind contemporary readings is a comprehensive anthology that draws together leading philosophers writing on the major topics within philosophy of mind robb and o connor have carefully chosen articles under the following headings substance dualism and idealism materialism mind and representation consciousness each section is prefaced by an introductory essay by the editors which guides the student gently into the topic in which leading philosophers are included the book is highly accessible and user friendly and provides a broad ranging exploration of the subject ideal for any philosophy student this book will prove essential reading for any philosophy of mind course the readings are designed to complement john heil s philosophy of mind a contemporary introduction second edition routledge 2003 although the anthology can also be used as a stand alone volume reading philosophy of religion combines a diverse selection of classical and contemporary texts in philosophy of religion with insightful commentaries offers a unique presentation through a combination of text and interactive commentary provides a mix of classic and contemporary texts including some not anthologized elsewhere includes writings from thinkers such as aquinas boethius hume plantinga and putnam divided into sections which examine religious language the existence of god reason argument and belief divine properties and religious pluralism first philosophy brings together fifty four classic and contemporary readings on seven central philosophical topics mindful of the intrinsic difficulty of the material the editors provide comprehensive introductions both to each topic and to each individual selection by presenting a detailed discussion of the historical and intellectual background to each piece the editors enable readers to approach the material without unnecessary barriers to understanding a brief introduction to arguments is included as are appendices on terminology and philosophical puzzles and paradoxes this collection of readings shows how cognitive science can influence most of the primary branches of philosophy as well as how philosophy critically examines the foundations of cognitive science its broad coverage extends beyond current texts that focus mainly on the impact of cognitive science on philosophy of mind and philosophy of psychology to include materials that are relevant to five other branches of philosophy epistemology philosophy of science and mathematics metaphysics language and ethics the readings are organized by philosophical fields with selections evenly divided between philosophers and cognitive scientists they draw on research in numerous areas of cognitive science including cognitive psychology developmental psychology psychology of reasoning and judgment artificial intelligence linguistics and neuropsychology there are timely treatments of current topics and debates such as the innate understanding of number children s theory of mind self knowledge consciousness connectionism and ethics and cognitive science a key introductory philosophy textbook making use of an innovative interactive technique for reading philosophical texts reading philosophy selected texts with a method for beginners second edition provides a unique approach to reading philosophy requiring
students to engage with material as they read it contains carefully selected texts commentaries on those texts and questions for the reader to think about as they read it serves as starting points for both classroom discussion and independent study the texts cover a wide range of topics drawn from diverse areas of philosophical investigation ranging over ethics metaphysics epistemology philosophy of mind aesthetics and political philosophy this edition has been updated and expanded new chapters discuss the moral significance of friendship and love the subjective nature of consciousness and the ways that science might explore conscious experience and there are new texts and commentary in chapters on doubt self and moral dilemmas guides readers through the experience of active engaged philosophical reading presents significant texts contextualized for newcomers to philosophy includes writings by philosophers from antiquity to the late 20th century contains commentary that provides the context and background necessary for discussion and argument prompts readers to think through specific questions and to reach their own conclusions this book is an ideal resource for beginning students in philosophy as well as for anyone wishing to engage with the subject on their own helps readers understand the issues and problems in philosophy by reading original materials that demonstrate that philosophy is not about remote questions but rather issues that lie deep within ourselves with a blend of classic and contemporary readings this anthology covers the major topics in philosophy includes readings by outstanding contemporary philosophers that are enjoyable to read encourage philosophical thought and show readers how contemporary philosophers approach philosophical problems and presents historical readings that show the work of figures in the history of philosophy for anyone interested in understanding philosophical issues and how they relate to our lives this is not a bare to bones anthology and while it includes non western it provides substantial and accessible introductions which through an integration of ordinary language and concepts with those of philosophy make the book uniquely accessible to those with title background in philosophical debate philosophy the classic readings provides a comprehensive single volume collection of the greatest works of philosophy from ancient to modern times draws on both eastern and western philosophical traditions arranged chronologically within parts on ethics epistemology metaphysics philosophy of religion and political philosophy features original readings from more than a hundred of the world s great philosophers from lao tzu confucius the buddha plato Śāntakara aquinas al ghazālī kant and kierkegaard to wittgenstein heidegger sartre arendt quine and many others provides an extensive timeline of philosophy for situating historical figures and lines of thought introduction to philosophy classical and contemporary readings is the most comprehensive topically organized collection of classical and contemporary philosophy available ideal for introductory philosophy courses the text offers a broad range of readings and depth the text includes sections on god and evil knowledge and reality the philosophy of science the mind body problem freedom of will consciousness ethics political philosophy existential issues and philosophical puzzles and paradoxes the unique section on puzzles and paradoxes is often praised by both instructors and students easy to use for both students and instructors alike the book incorporates boldfaced key terms listed after each reading and defined in the glossary a guide to writing philosophy papers and a logical toolkit and study questions after each reading
selection these features have allowed more students to learn philosophy by using what is seen as the highest quality collection of philosophical readings available the ninth edition will be revised based on reviewer suggestions and will include more diversity and readings by female philosophers this comprehensive anthology of classic and contemporary readings by leading philosophers complements the second edition of michael loux s metaphysics a contemporary introduction routledge 2001 over the past sixty years within the analytic tradition of philosophy there has been a significant revival of interest in the philosophy of religion more recently philosophers of religion have turned in a more self consciously interdisciplinary direction with special focus on topics that have traditionally been the provenance of systematic theologians the present anthology aims to bring together some of the most important essays on six central topics in recent philosophical theology volume 1 collects essays on three distinctively christian doctrines trinity incarnation and atonement volume 2 focuses on three topics that arise in all the major theistic religions providence resurrection and scripture book jacket this work is a comprehensive anthology that draws together leading philosophers writing on the major themes in the philosophy of science alex rosenburg and yuri balashov have chosen articles in chapters under the headings science and philosophy explanation causation and laws scientific theories and conceptual change scientific realism testing and confirmation of theories and science in context each section is prefaced by an introductory essay by the editors which guides students gently into each topic the book includes articles by philosophers is accessible and user friendly and provides a broad ranging exploration of the subject drawing from classic and contemporary articles ideal for any philosophy student this book should be of value for any philosophy of science course the readings are designed to complement alex rosenberg s textbook philosophy of science a contemporary introduction routledge 2000 fifty readings in philosophy is a flexible and affordable collection of classic and contemporary primary sources in philosophy the readings cover all the main topics of western philosophy each one carefully edited to be long enough to present a self contained argument but not so lengthy that students lose track of the main point introductions and explanatory notes make the readings accessible to students all these features have made this book a proven pedagogical success and a best selling reader in introductory philosophy this is a flexible and affordable collection of fifty of the most important classic and contemporary primary source readings in philosophy perfect for introductory or advanced students the readings are organized topically and cover all the main disciplines of western philosophy what is philosophy philosophy of religion theories of knowledge philosophy of mind free will and determinism ethics and political and social philosophy longer readings are carefully edited to preserve the central self contained argument so students focus on the core reasoning and conclusions a wide selection of new readings at an attractive price makes this anthology the most versatile and affordable introduction to philosophy text on the market in a provocative and engaging style philosophy a historical survey with essential readings consists of two main parts the chapters which contain the primary contributions of western civilization s most influential philosophers and the anthology of chronologically organized classic readings from western philosophy the first half of this book presents a sustained narrative of the great philosophers of western
civilization from ancient greece until today in the second half we offer a snapshot of the most famous discussions by many of the philosophers discussed in the first half these readings are presented chronologically and parallel the order presented in the first half of the book organized around such themes as harmony with one s self and with the world religious ways of life the use of reason self exploration self realization and social involvement the selections in this anthology edited and introduced by charles guignon explore traditional and recent philosophical thought on the topic of human flourishing easy to use for both students and instructors alike this text is a comprehensive topically organized collection of classical and contemporary philosophy ideal for introductory philosophy courses the text includes sections on god and evil knowledge and reality the philosophy of science the mind body problem freedom of will consciousness ethics political philosophy existential issues and puzzles and paradoxes the buddhist philosophical tradition is vast internally diverse and comprises texts written in a variety of canonical languages it is hence often difficult for those with training in western philosophy who wish to approach this tradition for the first time to know where to start and difficult for those who wish to introduce and teach courses in buddhist philosophy to find suitable textbooks that adequately represent the diversity of the tradition expose students to important primary texts in reliable translations that contextualize those texts and that foreground specifically philosophical issues buddhist philosophy fills that lacuna it collects important philosophical texts from each major buddhist tradition each text is translated and introduced by a recognized authority in buddhist studies each introduction sets the text in context and introduces the philosophical issues it addresses and arguments it presents providing a useful and authoritative guide to reading and to teaching the text the volume is organized into topical sections that reflect the way that western philosophers think about the structure of the discipline and each section is introduced by an essay explaining buddhist approaches to that subject matter and the place of the texts collected in that section in the enterprise this volume is an ideal single text for an intermediate or advanced course in buddhist philosophy and makes this tradition immediately accessible to the philosopher or student versed in western philosophy coming to buddhism for the first time it is also ideal for the scholar or student of buddhist studies who is interested specifically in the philosophical dimensions of the buddhist tradition contains readings that cover centuries of thought and wisdom this book includes various issues in metaphysics epistemology philosophy of religion philosophy of mind and ethics this text encourages students to engage with key problems and arguments in ethics through a series of classic and contemporary readings this text encourages students to engage with ethical issues through a series of classic and contemporary readings readings are accompanied by interactive commentary from the editors inspires students to think about the nature of moral philosophy and to draw comparisons between different traditions themes include the nature of goodness subjectivity and objectivity justice and virtue moral motivation moral obligation and literature as moral philosophy readings range from plato s republic to rawls a theory of justice
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Readings in the philosophy of technology is a collection of the important works of both the forerunners of philosophy of technology and contemporary theorists addressing a full range of topics on technology as it relates to ethics, politics, human nature, computers, science, and the environment.

Readings in the Philosophy of Technology 2004

A key introductory philosophy textbook making use of an innovative interactive technique for reading philosophical texts, reading philosophy selected texts with a method for beginners. Second edition provides a unique approach to reading philosophy, requiring students to engage with material as they read. It contains carefully selected texts, commentaries on those texts, and questions for the reader to think about as they read. It serves as starting points for both classroom discussion and independent study. The texts cover a wide range of topics drawn from diverse areas of philosophical investigation, ranging over ethics, metaphysics, epistemology, philosophy of mind, aesthetics, and political philosophy. This edition has been updated and expanded; new chapters discuss the moral significance of friendship and love, the subjective nature of consciousness, and the ways that science might explore conscious experience. There are new texts and commentary in chapters on doubt, self, and moral dilemmas. Guides readers through the experience of active, engaged philosophical reading, presents significant texts contextualized for newcomers to philosophy, includes writings by philosophers from antiquity to the late 20th century, contains commentary that provides the context and background necessary for discussion and argument. Prompts readers to think through specific questions and to reach their own conclusions. This book is an ideal resource for beginning students in philosophy as well as for anyone wishing to engage with the subject on their own.

Readings in Philosophy 1967

Ideal for professors who want to provide a comprehensive set of the most important readings in the philosophy of technology from foundational to the cutting edge. This book introduces students to the various ways in which societies, technologies, and environments shape one another. The readings examine the nature of technology as well as the effects of technologies upon human knowledge, activities, societies, and environments. Students will learn to appreciate the ways that philosophy informs our understanding of technology and to see how technology relates to ethics, politics, nature, human nature, computers, science, food, and animals.
Reading Philosophy 2021-01-05

excerpt from readings in philosophy professor leighten has reviewed the work and given it his general approval i am indebted to him for suggestions in many places but i assume responsibility for the choice of most of the selections i am indebted also to professor a r chandler for suggestions and assistance especially in connexion with several original translations about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks.com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Readings in the Philosophy of Education 1972

comprised of readings from ancient to modern times this volume offers a comprehensive introduction to the central questions of the philosophy of religion provides a history of the philosophy of religion from antiquity up to the twentieth century each section is preceded by extensive commentary written by the editors followed by readings that are arranged chronologically designed to be accessible to both undergraduate and graduate students

Readings in Philosophy 1961

philosophy of mind contemporary readings is a comprehensive anthology that draws together leading philosophers writing on the major topics within philosophy of mind robb and o connor have carefully chosen articles under the following headings substance dualism and idealism materialism mind and representation consciousness each section is prefaced by an introductory essay by the editors which guides the student gently into the topic in which leading philosophers are included the book is highly accessible and user friendly and provides a broad ranging exploration of the subject ideal for any philosophy student this book will prove essential reading for any philosophy of mind course the readings are designed to complement john heil s philosophy of mind a contemporary introduction second edition routledge 2003 although the anthology can also be used as a stand alone volume

The Truth about the World 2005

reading philosophy of religion combines a diverse selection of classical and contemporary texts in philosophy of
fifty readings in philosophy

Religion with insightful commentaries offers a unique presentation through a combination of text and interactive commentary provides a mix of classic and contemporary texts including some not anthologized elsewhere includes writings from thinkers such as aquinas boethius hume plantinga and putnam divided into sections which examine religious language the existence of god reason argument and belief divine properties and religious pluralism.

**Readings in the Philosophy of Technology 2009-10-16**

First philosophy brings together fifty-four classic and contemporary readings on seven central philosophical topics mindful of the intrinsic difficulty of the material the editors provide comprehensive introductions both to each topic and to each individual selection by presenting a detailed discussion of the historical and intellectual background to each piece the editors enable readers to approach the material without unnecessary barriers to understanding a brief introduction to arguments is included as are appendices on terminology and philosophical puzzles and paradoxes.

**Readings in Philosophy (Classic Reprint) 2017-11-30**

This collection of readings shows how cognitive science can influence most of the primary branches of philosophy as well as how philosophy critically examines the foundations of cognitive science its broad coverage extends beyond current texts that focus mainly on the impact of cognitive science on philosophy of mind and philosophy of psychology to include materials that are relevant to five other branches of philosophy epistemology philosophy of science and mathematics metaphysics language and ethics the readings are organized by philosophical fields with selections evenly divided between philosophers and cognitive scientists they draw on research in numerous areas of cognitive science including cognitive psychology developmental psychology social psychology psychology of reasoning and judgment artificial intelligence linguistics and neuropsychology there are timely treatments of current topics and debates such as the innate understanding of number children's theory of mind self knowledge consciousness connectionism and ethics and cognitive science.

**Readings in Philosophy 2011-10-01**

A key introductory philosophy textbook making use of an innovative interactive technique for reading philosophical texts reading philosophy selected texts with a method for beginners second edition provides a unique approach to reading philosophy requiring students to engage with material as they read it contains carefully selected texts commentaries on those texts and questions for the reader to think about as they read it serves as starting points.
for both classroom discussion and independent study the texts cover a wide range of topics drawn from diverse areas of philosophical investigation ranging over ethics metaphysics epistemology philosophy of mind aesthetics and political philosophy this edition has been updated and expanded new chapters discuss the moral significance of friendship and love the subjective nature of consciousness and the ways that science might explore conscious experience and there are new texts and commentary in chapters on doubt self and moral dilemmas guides readers through the experience of active engaged philosophical reading presents significant texts contextualized for newcomers to philosophy includes writings by philosophers from antiquity to the late 20th century contains commentary that provides the context and background necessary for discussion and argument prompts readers to think through specific questions and to reach their own conclusions this book is an ideal resource for beginning students in philosophy as well as for anyone wishing to engage with the subject on their own

Concise Readings in Philosophy 1981-01-01

helps readers understand the issues and problems in philosophy by reading original materials that demonstrate that philosophy is not about remote questions but rather issues that lie deep within ourselves with a blend of classic and contemporary readings this anthology covers the major topics in philosophy includes readings by outstanding contemporary philosophers that are enjoyable to read encourage philosophical thought and show readers how contemporary philosophers approach philosophical problems and presents historical readings that show the work of figures in the history of philosophy for anyone interested in understanding philosophical issues and how they relate to our lives

Readings in Philosophy of Religion 2009-03-30

this is not a bare to bones anthology and while it includes non western it provides substantial and accessible introductions which through an integration of ordinary language and concepts with those of philosophy make the book uniquely accessible to those with title background in philosophical debate

Philosophy of Mind: Contemporary Readings 2005-07-26

philosophy the classic readings provides a comprehensive single volume collection of the greatest works of philosophy from ancient to modern times draws on both eastern and western philosophical traditions arranged chronologically within parts on ethics epistemology metaphysics philosophy of religion and political philosophy features original readings from more than a hundred of the world s great philosophers from lao tzu confucius the
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buddha plato Śamkara aquinas al ghażāli kant and kierkegaard to wittgenstein heidegger sartre arendt and quine and many others provides an extensive timeline of philosophy for situating historical figures and lines of thought

Reading Philosophy of Religion 2010-04-26

Introduction to philosophy classical and contemporary readings is the most comprehensive topically organized collection of classical and contemporary philosophy available ideal for introductory philosophy courses the text offers a broad range of readings and depth the text includes sections on god and evil knowledge and reality the philosophy of science the mind body problem freedom of will consciousness ethics political philosophy existential issues and philosophical puzzles and paradoxes the unique section on puzzles and paradoxes is often praised by both instructors and students easy to use for both students and instructors alike the book incorporates boldfaced key terms listed after each reading and defined in the glossary a guide to writing philosophy papers and a logical toolkit and study questions after each reading selection these features have allowed more students to learn philosophy by using what is seen as the highest quality collection of philosophical readings available the ninth edition will be revised based on reviewer suggestions and will include more diversity and readings by female philosophers

First Philosophy - Second Edition 2011-04-05

This comprehensive anthology of classic and contemporary readings by leading philosophers complements the second edition of michael loux s metaphysics a contemporary introduction routledge 2001

Readings in Philosophy and Cognitive Science 1993

Over the past sixty years within the analytic tradition of philosophy there has been a significant revival of interest in the philosophy of religion more recently philosophers of religion have turned in a more self consciously interdisciplinary direction with special focus on topics that have traditionally been the provenance of systematic theologians the present anthology aims to bring together some of the most important essays on six central topics in recent philosophical theology volume 1 collects essays on three distinctively christian doctrines trinity incarnation and atonement volume 2 focuses on three topics that arise in all the major theistic religions providence resurrection and scripture book jacket
Reading Philosophy 2021-01-12

This work is a comprehensive anthology that draws together leading philosophers writing on the major themes in the philosophy of science. Alex Rosenberg and Yuri Balashov have chosen articles in chapters under the headings science and philosophy, explanation causation and laws, scientific theories and conceptual change, scientific realism testing and confirmation of theories, and science in context. Each section is prefaced by an introductory essay by the editors which guides students gently into each topic. The book includes articles by philosophers accessible and user-friendly and provides a broad-ranging exploration of the subject. Drawing from classic and contemporary articles, ideal for any philosophy student, this book should be of value for any philosophy of science course. The readings are designed to complement Alex Rosenberg’s textbook Philosophy of Science: A Contemporary Introduction. Routledge 2000.

What Might Be 2012-08-17

Fifty readings in philosophy is a flexible and affordable collection of classic and contemporary primary sources in philosophy. The readings cover all the main topics of Western philosophy, each one carefully edited to be long enough to present a self-contained argument but not so lengthy that students lose track of the main points. Introductions and explanatory notes make the readings accessible to students all these features have made this book a proven pedagogical success and a best-selling reader in introductory philosophy.

Fundamental Questions 1999

This is a flexible and affordable collection of fifty of the most important classic and contemporary primary source readings in philosophy. Perfect for introductory or advanced students, the readings are organized topically and cover all the main disciplines of Western philosophy. What is philosophy? Philosophy of religion, theories of knowledge, philosophy of mind, free will and determinism, ethics and political and social philosophy. Longer readings are carefully edited to preserve the central self-contained argument so students focus on the core reasoning and conclusions. A wide selection of new readings at an attractive price makes this anthology the most versatile and affordable introduction to philosophy text on the market.

Readings on the Ultimate Questions 2005

In a provocative and engaging style, Philosophy: A Historical Survey with Essential Readings consists of two main
parts the chapters which contain the primary contributions of western civilization’s most influential philosophers and the anthology of chronologically organized classic readings from western philosophy. The first half of this book presents a sustained narrative of the great philosophers of western civilization from ancient Greece until today. In the second half, we offer a snapshot of the most famous discussions by many of the philosophers discussed in the first half. These readings are presented chronologically and parallel the order presented in the first half of the book.

**Through Time and Culture 1994**

Organized around such themes as harmony with one’s self and with the world, religious ways of life, the use of reason, self-exploration, self-realization, and social involvement, the selections in this anthology edited and introduced by Charles Guignon explore traditional and recent philosophical thought on the topic of human flourishing.

**Philosophy 2010**

Easy to use for both students and instructors alike, this text is a comprehensive, topically organized collection of classical and contemporary philosophy, ideal for introductory philosophy courses. The text includes sections on God and evil, knowledge and reality, the philosophy of science, the mind-body problem, freedom of will, consciousness, ethics, political philosophy, existential issues, and puzzles and paradoxes.

**Introduction to Philosophy 2021-06-16**

The Buddhist philosophical tradition is vast, internally diverse, and comprises texts written in a variety of canonical languages. It is hence often difficult for those with training in western philosophy who wish to approach this tradition for the first time to know where to start and difficult for those who wish to introduce and teach courses in Buddhist philosophy to find suitable textbooks that adequately represent the diversity of the tradition. This volume aims to expose students to important primary texts in reliable translations that contextualize those texts and that foreground specifically philosophical issues. Each introduction sets the text in context and introduces the philosophical issues it addresses and arguments it presents. Providing a useful and authoritative guide to reading and teaching the text, the volume is organized into topical sections that reflect the way that western philosophers think about the
structure of the discipline and each section is introduced by an essay explaining buddhist approaches to that subject matter and the place of the texts collected in that section in the enterprise this volume is an ideal single text for an intermediate or advanced course in buddhist philosophy and makes this tradition immediately accessible to the philosopher or student versed in western philosophy coming to buddhism for the first time it is also ideal for the scholar or student of buddhist studies who is interested specifically in the philosophical dimensions of the buddhist tradition

PHILOSOPHY 2024

contains readings that cover centuries of thought and wisdom this book includes various issues in metaphysics epistemology philosophy of religion philosophy of mind and ethics

Metaphysics 2001

this text encourages students to engage with key problems and arguments in ethics through a series of classic and contemporary readings this text encourages students to engage with ethical issues through a series of classic and contemporary readings readings are accompanied by interactive commentary from the editors inspires students to think about the nature of moral philosophy and to draw comparisons between different traditions themes include the nature of goodness subjectivity and objectivity justice and virtue moral motivation moral obligation and literature as moral philosophy readings range from plato s republic to rawls a theory of justice

Readings in Philosophical Analysis 1940

Oxford Readings in Philosophical Theology: Providence, scripture, and resurrection 2009

Philosophy of Science 2002
Fifty Readings in Philosophy 2011-06-17

Introductory Readings in the Philosophy of Science 1980

Fifty Readings in Philosophy 2007-06-07


The Good Life 1999-01-01

READINGS IN PHILOSOPHY 2016-08-28

Introduction to Philosophy 2018-06-29

ISE Philosophy: A Historical Survey with Essential Readings 2019-03-29

Buddhist Philosophy 2009-04-21

Perspectives in Philosophy 1969
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